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Management Intern (Maastricht)
Description
We are looking for a student that is interested in working part-time as an intern at
Success Formula, where he/she has the chance to explore the tasks that are
involved in running a tutoring company on a day-to-day basis.

 

 

Responsibilities
You will get the chance to work side by side with part of the management team at
Success Formula and be able to adapt to the skills that are necessary to run a
successful company. With this position, you will get the chance to explore all the
positions that are responsible for running the company such as:

-the marketing behind Success Formula

-the maintenance of the IT infrastructure

-Human Resource Management

-Business Development

-Student Support

 

Applicants interested in tutoring in addition to the internship are highly welcome!

Qualifications
We are looking for an ambitious and inspired entrepreneur who enjoys challenging
themselves. The criteria we are looking for:

Good Grades (preferably above 8.0 GPA)
Students that would consider working for at least one year after a successful
internship (preferably the year after the year of the internship)
Motivated and ambitious to bring new ideas to the table
Eager to learn
No 9 to 5 mentality

Job Benefits

After a successful internship, being offered a full-time management position
with competitive salary, profit bonus plan, and an equity purchase plan
Attractive compensation package
Fully flexible work schedule
Discounts on Success Formula services
Access to Success Formula social events

Beginning of employment
Starting as soon as possible 

Duration of employment
One semester (September til
December) or February till June

Working Hours
With 5-10 working hours a week are
entirely flexible and entirely adapt to
your schedule, so you do not need
to worry about other responsibilities
such as uni work getting left behind,
allowing you to experience the
freedom of being an entrepreneur.

Salary per hour
10
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Access to the school at anytime (including team only breakroom with free
food and drinks)
Access to Success Formula presentation training
Access to a place to launch your own idea

Not sure yet?
Reach to us by sending an email to recruitment@successformula.nl stating you
would like to meet us. We will put you in contact with one of us. You can either
message that person or get a coffee together to get to know more about the job and
see if we could be a fit.
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